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NEW QUESTION: 1
API gateway and Lambda non-proxy integrations have been chosen

to implement an application by a software engineer. The
application is a data analysis tool that returns some statistic
results when the HTTP endpoint is called. The lambda needs to
communicate with some back-end data services such as Keen.io
however there are chances that error happens such as wrong data
requested, bad communications, etc. The lambda is written using
Java and two exceptions may be returned which are
BadRequestException and InternalErrorException. What should the
software engineer do to map these two exceptions in API gateway
with proper HTTP return codes? For example, BadRequestException
and InternalErrorException are mapped to HTTP return codes 400
and 500 respectively. Select 2.
A. Add the corresponding error codes (400 and 500) on the
Method Response in API gateway.
B. Put the mapping logic into Lambda itself so that when
exception happens, error codes are returned at the same time in
a JSON body.
C. Add Integration Responses where regular expression patterns
are set such as BadRequest or InternalError. Associate them
with HTTP status codes
D. Add the corresponding error codes (400 and 500) on the
Integration Response in API gateway
E. Add Method Responses where regular expression patterns are
set such as BadRequest or InternalError. Associate them with
HTTP status codes 400 and 500.
Answer: A,C
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Answer:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You are deploying an Azure Kubernetes Services (AKS) cluster
that will use multiple containers.
You need to create the cluster and verify that the services for
the containers are configured correctly and available.
Which four commands should you use to develop the solution? To
answer, move the appropriate command segments from the list of
command segments to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: az group create
Create a resource group with the az group create command. An
Azure resource group is a logical group in which Azure
resources are deployed and managed.
Example: The following example creates a resource group named
myAKSCluster in the eastus location.
az group create --name myAKSCluster --location eastus
Step 2 : az aks create
Use the az aks create command to create an AKS cluster.
Step 3: kubectl apply
To deploy your application, use the kubectl apply command. This
command parses the manifest file and creates the defined
Kubernetes objects.
Step 4: az aks get-credentials
Configure it with the credentials for the new AKS cluster.
Example:
az aks get-credentials --name aks-cluster --resource-group
aks-resource-group References:
https://docs.bitnami.com/azure/get-started-aks/
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